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About This Game

Michiru's quest to save the world by sealing the Chaos that threatens it is progressing flawlessly... except for the fact that her
fellow Magical Girl and rival, Kazuki, is beating her at every turn! She wants to prove her worth as a Magical Girl, and win the

Magic wish that can make her dreams come true, but so far, all she's proven is that she's a failure.

Then, just as it seems that Michiru may have actually done something right for once, and earned Kazuki's respect in the process,
a flash of light and an ominous rumbling noise interrupt her rejoicing. Michiru is dumbfounded, while Kazuki merely remarks:

"I never thought it would come so soon..." Just what could be heading their way?

This visual novel, a spinoff of the popular "Fruit of Grisaia" series, follows Michiru's adventures in an anime-like format of 13
episodes. It is split into two Parts: Part 2 continues where Part 1 leaves off, and contains the last 6 episodes.
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Doom weaver is a pretty solid support player. I really like the style of a tanky buffer\/debuffer that you can use with him. So far
so good. I've played maybe three matches with him so far, seems legit. Good customization options too!. It's good, but has its
flaws. Just started playing now, and it took very little time to get guuud. Love this type of game, but unfortunately, my favorite
playstyle, the Kensai, is REALLY strong. Was able to manage an S rank in all of the games, on my first or second attempt. My
only complaint is that the defensive style of Kensai is too much for the enemies XD I wouldn't like to see it nerfed, but maybe
enemies that would be more of a challenge, specifically for Kensei? Like enemies that have to be directly meleed to be killed? I
know this would conflict with the Gunners lack of melee, but maybe this enemy only appears for the Kensei? Otherwise, a
fantastic list of games to play if you want to burn some time! Gonna go earn all the badges now :D. In my opinion it deserves a 7
out of 10 the art's pretty good character designs are nice and some scenes are reaaaally entertaining ( ͡° ͜ʖ ͡°). Ribrianne's outfit
isn't available on guys, even though she passed it onto a man near the end of her Dai Uchu's (\u5927\u5b87\u5b99) run. No
immersion. Fake!. Sadly I must advise against buying this game. In my fifteen minutes with it, the game does look like it has a
lot of depth to managing your guild and the heisting, but I feel like the game is just too fast. Your thieves bolt from place to
place like the kings guard was on their tail, there isn't much of an option to survey a situation because of how the game is
designed, and you don't have a lot of gameplay options besides "run into the building and hope there isn't a guard at the door."

It could be a good game, just not a good stealth game.. Game crashing bugs = running it on potatoware.
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Fantastic remaster of a fantastic game. Play the Extra difficulty, it may be grueling, but the new twists and turns are well worth
it.. [Neutral Review]

First, I need to say that I don't know why this Visual Novel is so underrated. It has a lot of defects - and I'll talk about some
below - but it's still an average Visual Novel. There's a lot of crap Visual Novels out there made only for the sake of the
fanservice and they have tons of positive reviews. That seems pretty unfair to me.

The game is kind of short, so it might be a good game to get in a bundle or a good sale. I've seen it in bundles pretty cheap a lot
of times. It can be classified more as an Otome Game than as Fantasy Visual Novel, because only a few after the game starts,
the main plot is a bit shoved aside to focus more and more in the romantic relation between the characters. Or I should say
between Lena and the one you'll pursue as her love affair in game. Also, many people related that they couldn't get attached to
any of the characters even with the lots of interaction between them. And yeah... some characters are pretty standart and
clich\u00e9 at all, in my opinion. So it's easy to feel nothing for them.

Another boring thing is that the "replayability" of the game sucks: most of the game parts will be pretty much the same if you
decide to start a new route after completing your first one.

The art style is decent. It\u2019s not amazing, but it has a certain charm. BG was ok, BGM was fine too. That being said, Blue
Rose is a nice Visual Novel overall and you can have fun with it.. I want to recommend this, I really do, but it seems like the
first few sectionss of a much larger game. A bit of an anti-climax. Limited weapons, enemy types, and terrain.

BUT, it cost me something like 20 cents as part of a bundle, and the hour and a half it will take you to finish it is worth at least
that.. Its limited, Looks terrible, The sound is terrible, and while they try to joke about this thing is just not worth your cash...
even at 5 dollars Id suggest looking else were. Enchanted Cave 2 is a roguelike dungeon-crawler that caught my eye, because I
remembered playing a web version many years ago, and I remember really liking the game.

PROS:
+ What sets this game apart from other dungeon crawlers are the mechanics, and the loot system.
Everything is uh, semi-turnbased? You move in turns, but enemies never move, so you can always plan your next move, or just
run around enemies that are too difficult, or using items dig around and make your own path to the exit. You can switch out and
enchant equipment to best serve your current needs, be that extra elemental attack or defense, HP or mana regen, various buffs,
etc. It manages to be a game that is both casual because it doesn't require that much thinking to actually get into (Just move and
hit things, and collect the shinies! if you will), but actually has a bit of depth underneath, all the more so the deeper you actually
get.
+ Onto the loot! Oh the loot, I love this system. Basically, you progress the deeper you get, if you die you lose all your progress
and items of that run, but if you use the Wings item you escape but lose all your loot, save for gold, stat boosts, and Artefacts.
Your main goal while exploring is to get the Stat crystals for a minor, but permanent status boost (these add up pretty quickly),
and Artefacts.
+ Artefacts are the rarest loot, and you always keep these items, even when escaping. You can start the dungeon from a lower
floor, but keep your equipment you got 10+ levels higher and you're guaranteed to progress quickly through the earlier floors,
gaining you a nice Exp/gold boost you can spend.
CONS:
So far, I haven't really experienced anything that put me off the game, or any big "NOPE"s, but there's still a couple of things
that I'm not satisfied with.
- First off: I don't like the UI. It's not really a mess, but it's not pretty either, and it's definitely not the easiest one to browse
through. For starters, it's not responsive to keyboard controls. This one is pretty minor, but I like to play this game on the train,
and using a mousepad is hell, it would help if you could scroll through items/lists with keyboard control, but you can't.
- Again the UI/UX, but assigning items is a mess. If you want to switch the key an item is assigned to, you cant click that item
and switch to another key. You have to double click to remove it, click the item, click the key you want to assign to, and click
the item(not the key) again. The same goes for the crafting menus and ingredients.
Again, minor, but a couple seconds of frustration adds up, it shouldn't be there.

- The game length, I haven't finished the game yet, so this may be somewhat premature of me, but I'm on floor 80+ in about 5
hours, and I haven't really felt I've experienced all that much. The environments are by no means bland, but it feels as if they're
not varied enough? I feel like I've been on the ice caves with ice enemies for about 30 floors, and tying into the point below
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about the skills, is that the magic elemental perks lose their usefulness.

- The skill tree is honestly way less in-depth than I would've liked. It boils down to : Get Heal and fireblast on the mage side, Get
all Warrior perks, get some Potion perks, and you've got basically everything you need. Once you've gotten a couple of levels
the increase in strength or usefulness of further on perks(Especially mage and potion) is waaay less important than your gear, to
the point of being negligible, and is pretty disappointing. The fact its smaller than it looks probably ties in to the fact to the
above point, being that the game feels shorter than it should be.

The fact that most of the negatives is just me whining about UX/Inventory management is honestly a great sign I like the game.

Conclusion;Fortunately, this sequel is better than it's predecessor, and aside from from some minor UI flaws, and a seemingly
much shorter playtime than you'd expect (Currently 4 hours in, reached floor 80 with not much difficulty so far, and a bit of
-fun, not yet boring- grind.), it's still a competent, fun indie game, and although I was expecting a bit more in terms of
mechanics, it still manages to make me wish for another one.. Imagine"Cut the Rope" and "Portal" have a baby!. This Jakarta
developer found here https:\/\/twitter.com\/ChocoartsGames likes to put two words together such as 'Almightree' and
'Plantsportation'. Which ironically is fitting for a game which also entwines a number of concepts together too. Its a 3D grid
platformer decorated in an artstyle that respects the classic games such as Zelda, Bastion and Catherine. Granted the story
doesn't really make a lot of sense. You 'the last dreamer' have to save the world in which you live and which is falling apart
literally beneath your feet. Why is everything falling apart? I have no idea. In any case, you need to keep ahead of this quake
that threatens your very existence and which has already killed all that you have known and loved.

As the last man standing your given a vision that the almightree (some big badass tree) can save your world as long as you get to
all of it's withering saplings (20 of them) and touch them in all the right places and bring them back to life, so that they can pull
your world back together again. The sap that you are, you agree and branch off onto an adventure where you must traverse 20
levels which demand that you solve block moving problems while on the run.

The gradual difficulty is well presented here, the first 5 levels literally lets you find your roots in the game, while the other later
levels from 13 onwards will send you barking mad and will probably have you stumped at times. There are three difficulty levels
easy, medium and hard and I would strongly suggest playing the game hard from onset. As only the toughest difficulty will
unlock a further 40+ challenges which also demand your gaming expertise. These stem from levels needing to be done by a
certain time requirement, levels needing to be completed with no damage taken, levels being completed with a certain amount
of sunspheres collected, and finally levels being completed within the minimum block transportation moves possible.

The puzzle mechanics gradually get harder and harder too, from simple bridging the gap to moving specific blocks so that your
shielded from the effects of certain obstacles, such as shooting flowers or electric plants. One false move and you can find
yourself in a very serious predicament as you start to feel the ground tremble beneath your feet and the musical score starts
chanting that 'danger, danger, run, run, your going to die!' melody.

Before you know it 'TIMBER!' and down you go.

There's also multiplayer, but these are just the same 20 levels randomly being selected. It would have been a nice surprise if the
multiplayer had a more random perk to it, by chopping up the levels that we have already played in the single player mode, and
delivering them in a more splintering offshoot, with sections randomly jumbled up and maybe even mirrored. This way it would
have been more exciting constantly thinking on your feet more, while being pitted against a worthy adversary online.

I would also have loved the game more, if there was more levels and maybe a workshop where we could submit our own
creations to enjoy. The game felt like it was just getting started when it suddenly came to an abrupt end. There's a slight teaser at
the conclusion of the game that you might not be alone afterall, and a glimpse of an artistic style grid which looks like it could
easily be a follow on with new enemies and puzzles needing to be solved, but alas the developer seems to be intent to follow
other gaming ideas and seeds that he has in soil, instead of helping this game which seems to be maturing nicely to even be more
fruitful than it has been.

In a nutshell, for the price that it is, you really can't go wrong. It was a funallenge, excituzzle timewaster, look at that, I can put
two words together too.
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Below is a sample its me playing through the first 5 levels. It should be enough of a sample to see if you would enjoy this game.

https:\/\/youtu.be\/oWALZ0jLXZI. I'll be fairly straightforward and mention that while I like Visual Novels as a medium,
there's few of them that I've managed to get myself through due to personal conditions. Most of the time I'll pick one up, play
for a few hours and then take a break - which can last a few years at worst.

Grisaia was the first VN that managed to captivate me to the point that I just didn't want to stop playing, so I was ecstatic when I
saw the opportunity to back FrontWing on Indiegogo to get Corona Blossom to the western audiences.

The first thing that struck me was how alive characters felt during conversations - this was much due to the new character sprite
models which instead of just showing off a few expressions, move and talk during conversations. I hope we'll see more of this
tech used in future VNs.

As for the actual VN itself, I enjoyed it. Maybe not as much as Grisaia, but to be fair Corona Blossom Vol.1 is too short to be
able to stand a chance in that regard, but it might once the rest of the volumes come out. I enjoyed playing through it, it felt like
Vol.1 was mostly set up to let everyone get to know the characters, to move on to the deeper end of things once you play Vol.2
and beyond. I just finished it, and I am definitely looking forward to the next release.

Would I recommend it to anyone? Yes, I'd recommend it to just about anyone with any kind of interest in VNs. It feels like it is
easy to get into, and it leaves you wanting more (which we will get).. It's fun.

Multiple replayability.

Time powers.

Some paths give you MORE powers or STRONGER versions.

Help a friend out of debt my stopping a heist, literally stopping it, and taking the stuff.

Oh and you may or may not be the only one with these sorts of abilities.... lauch napalm over and over and over again while
sitting in same spot but then giant red orb of op finds u so you instantly die. grapple away but die to man with easy hold down
left click across map beam laser
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